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FOREWORD 

The present monograph is one of a series of studies designed for the use of the 
^processing industries of developing countries. The approach used and the 
criteria that have been followed are based on the concept that, while capital for 
investment may not be readily available, skilled labour in short supply, and present 
markets for the products limited or ever, non-existent, processes and techniques must 
be adopted that will produce goods that can compete, m quality, pnce, and 
reliability oí supply, with those of countries whose industrialization has begun 
earlier. No country, and especially no developing country, can afford to waste its 
resources by building mdustr.es whose products are too high in price and/or too low 
in quality to have acceptability in the world market. 

The objective of UNIDO in publishing this series of studies in the 
food-processing industry is therefore to provide information to the developing 
countries that will help them to gain good technical insights into selected areas of 
food-processing and to avoid obsolescent procedures and processes. It is hoped that 
this series ot stud.es will prov.de reliable and practical information for governmental 
authorities and for potential private and institutional investors. 

The present monograph was prepared by Professor Zek. Berk of the 
Techmon-lsraellnst.tui.ot Technology. Haifa. Israel (Visiting Associate Professor of 
hood Engineering, Massachusetts Institute ot lechnology, Cambridge Mass USA ) 
in the capacity of Consultant to UNIDO.   
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Opinions expressed are those of the author and do not neeetsarily reflect the views 
of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization. If material is quoted 
or reprinted, acknowledgement is requested. 

The designations employed and the presentation ot the material in this 
publication do not imply the expression oí any opinion whatsoever on the part of 
the United Nations Industrial Development Organization concerning the legal 
status of any country or territory or of its authorities, or concerning tne 
delimitation of its frontiers. 
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Chapter Otte 

ECONOMIC BACKGROUND 

Citrus fruits and their industrial derivatives have been long recognized as 
Commodities ot established importance in international trade. No other single class of 
fresh fruit or its p.oeessed juice products eii|oys the popularity and international 
sales volume of the citrus fruits. I he scale of tins tnde can he seen in table I and 
table :. 

The geoetaplucal logions that cm sustain the commercial culture ol citrus fruit 
are limited. Both the need tor much water and the high susceptibility ol most citrus 
fruit to Iros! damage restuct citius-giowmg areas. Ilowevei. impunément ol 
irrigation methods has permitted some expansion ot eitricultiire into regions that 
were tormetlv too and toi this purpose. 

The development of highly palatable concentrated tro/en puces explains the 
spectacular growth ot the citi us industry and trade m the ISA However, the impact 
ol this important development outside of North Ameiica has been ver> slight thus 
far. The countries of hirope that do not produce citrus fruits are the principal 
markets for Iresh fruit and their processed products. Citrus-based "soft" beverages 
and single-strength canned or bottled puces are still the principal most widely sold 
industrial citrus products in these countries. 

All parts ol the fruit o! the commeicially important citnis varieties (oranges, 
grape-fruit,lemons and hue.-) can be utilized industrially and yield salable products. 
The diversity ol the products that can be obtained from citrus fruit is shown in the 
diagram in ligure I However, the market for some of these products is quite small or 
already saturated, the production ot orange-peel oil, citrus pectins and tlavonoids 
exceeds the actual demand. In some cases, such as the production of citric acid, the 
development of competitive sources has eliminated or reduced considerably the 
prospects of profitable operation. 

The purpose ot the picn'iil report is to provide basic information on the 
processes ol industrial utilization of citrus fruit, on the available équipaient !or these 
purposes and on the characteristics and properties of the principal products and 
by-products. In an Annex, stime economic considerations are illustrated by means of 
a feasibility study lor a small plant operating under hypothetical local conditions. 

The last two decades have seen a phenomena! development of the citrus 
industry, both m plant si/e and m tue diversity and sophistication ot' production 
technology. Several promising techniques are now under investigation, and some of 
these have reached the :.tage ot pilot-plant development. Since the present 
publication is intended for those seeking infoi mat ion useful for the evaluation of 
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feasibility in a new and presumably small-scale operation, emphasis has been placed 
on the more conventional technology, b'.u recent developments in the field are 
discussed briefly. 

The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to the Isiaeli citrus industry, 
in which he lias received most of his experience. Thanks are also due t > the Minute 
Maid Company of the I'nited States of America for valuable information and an 
instructive visit to its plants m florida. Io the f'ladotli Company (food equipment 
and stainless steel work, fin Harod, Israel), Sharnoa Ltd. (mechanical equipment, 
Petach Tikwa. Israel), and to the Industries Development Corporation (engineering, 
design, economic:; studies, Haifa, Israel) gratitude is due for valuable assistance on 
questions related to engineering and economics. 

Table L Export of citrus jukes fron: principal producing countries (¡963) 
(In thousands of tons) 

Product Italy Spain        Israel        Algeria     Morocco  USA 

Orange   single-strength 

Orange, concentrate 

(ì rape-fruit 

Lemon 

Comminuted 

lileuded 

13 8.0 
20 

3.5 
3.5 
2.5 

6.5 

3.5 

0.5 

4.0 
0.5 

2.5 

24 

18 

23 

11 

&*«•('. The Commonwealth Economic Committee, Pruit, a Review, H. M. S. O., 
London, 1965. 

Tabic 2. Imports of citrus jukes into the United Kingdom 
(In thousands of tons) 

Product Average 1951-55 i960 1962 1963 
Orange, natural 6.5 9.0 8.0 10.5 
Grape-fruit, natural 1.5 1.5 2.0 

Orange, sweetened 7.5 9.5 9.5 9.0 
Orane-fruit, sweetened 9.5 10.5 9.5 

Orange, conccutrde 9.0 8.5 5.0 5.0 
Grape-fruit, concentrate 1.0 0.5 0.5 

Others, natural 15.0 13.5 10.0 
Others, concentrate 3.0 

Fruit, a Revic 

3.5 

w, H. M. 

2.5 

Som, t     The Commonwealth 
London. Economic Committee, s. o., 
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Chapter Two 

PRODUCTION TRENDS 

Extensive statistical data are compiled and published yearly by various 
governmental and international agencies (see the Selected References). These data 
indicate a remarkable increase in world production of citrus fruit, particularly in 
some of the developing countries (tabic 3). 

Table 1 Citrus fruit: production, /VÁfo.S and /y.v"V>/ averages, and IVto2 to ¡9h5a 

(In thousands ot Ions) 

I95.V55 1 »5 7-6 | l%2 196? 1^64 1965 
average average prelim- 

inary 
estimate 

Oranges ami tangerines 

Winter season 

United States of America' 4,509 4.473 3,643 3.178 4.377 4,838 

Mediterranean region 3,704 4,521 4,835 5,942 5,850 6,324 

hlsewhere 1,860 2.504 

11.498 

3,440 

TF.'MH 

3.294 

l":T4Í4 

3,675 

LVMJ: 

3,698 

TOT Al 10,073 14,860 

from 

Developed countries 7,7o5 H,75 3 H.I 40 8,658 10.112 11,044 

Developing countries 2,308 2,745 3.778 3,756 3,7% 3.816 

Summer season 3.998 4,517 5,114 5,172 4,884 

from 

Developed countries 1.182 1.097 1,123 1,202 1.166 
Developing countries 2,8|6 3,420 3.991 3,970 3,718 

WOKIDIOIM' 14.071    16,015    17.032    17.586    18.786 

*'VJS.HU. i . gmnmg m year shown     lotals include (he northern hemisphere harvest» start- 
ing tn the ve« siitiv n and the southern hemisphere harvests in the following year. 

'*! schilling ( alitornu \ aleneia orange production which is included in the summer season 
total 

' Í \tfading the » SSK and t lima (Mainland). 

Stntfti   I •MK'omniodtlv Review. I%6. 
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Table 3. (continued) 

Lemons and limes 

Winter season 

United States of America 
Italy 

Others 

TOTAL 

Summer season 

WORLD TOTAL' 

from 

Developed countries 

Developing countries 

Grape-fruit 

Winter season 

United States of America 
Israel 

Others 

TOTAL 

Summer season 

WORLD TOTAL* 

from 

Developed countries 
Developing countries 

TOTAL CITRUS 1RUIT 

PRODUCTION 

1953-55   1957-61       I%2 
average    average 

IW 1%4        1965 
prelim- estimate 
inarv 

532 

311 

635 

601 

389 

786 

463 

359 

1.189 

673 

488 

1.113 

524 

562 

1.162 

1.258 

315 

2.573~ 

613 

520 

1,187 

1,478 

251 

1,776 

300 

1,07(7 

2.01 1 

341 

27352 

2.274 

329 

2,603~ 

2,320 

1,729 

994     1,270     1,154     1,462     1,395 
735        806      1,198     1,141      1,178 

1,613 1,500 1,225 1,249 1,506 1,705 
60 69 98 137 159 175 
133 161 

1.730 

178 

1.501 

189 

1.575 

207 

1.872 

215 
1,806 

2,095 

53 123 171 1X7 197 

1,859 1.853 1.672 1,762 2.069 
—— 

UIO     1,622      1,402      1,480     1,767 
149        231 270        282        302 

17,659   19,994   21,056   21,951     23 428 

This trend has already affected marketing patterns. In 1966 and |%7 the 
European markets for fresh fruit were so competitive that very often breakeven 
prices could not be obtained. In the near future when the new plantations  in both 
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the established citrus-producing areas and among the newer ones come into 
production, the imbalance between supply and demand for fresh fruit will become 
even more serious. According to a forecast by the f-'ood «ind Agriculture Organization 
of the United Nations (FAO),1 even at reduced prices the market will be unable to 
absorb all oí the additional fruit that will become available. Un the other hand, 
demand for ready-to-consume convenience foods is increasing following changes in 
living standards and dietary habits. Processed citrus products will undoubtedly 
benefit from this trend. 

A surplus of raw materials on one hand and an increased demand for products 
derived from them on the other most probably will bring about a phenomenal 
growth of the citrus-processing industry in the near future in both developed and 
developing countries. At the same time, a substantial increase in governmental and 
industrial support for research directed towards the development of new processes 
and products may be expected. 

•See item No, 39 in the list of Selected Reference«. 



Chapter Three 

RAW MATERIALS 

Sources of fruit for processing 

The principal souicc of fruit for industrial processing is the culls from 
packing-houses. Culls are sound, healthy fruit that cannot meet the requirements of 
the fresh fruit market because of non-standard, irregular shape and superficial peel 
blemishes. Because oi the higher returns to the growei. n ,s usual to sell as much of 
the crop as possible as fresh fruit, but there is alw;.\s some ul the crop that cannot 
be. Tins proportion varies according to factors such as the vanetv o, the fruit 
Climatic conditions during the growing season, geographic regions, and age of the" 
trees. With the market lo, fresh fruit becoming ever more soplusdcaled and 
demanding, the proportion of culls has increased all over the world I he fruit-growers 
have thus rom, to consider the citrus-processing industry as an important factor 
necessary tor the absorption of M) to 40 per cent ol the crop, despite the relatively 
low prices paid by the industry for culls. 

Obviously, this arrangement has some severe drawbacks. The quantity of culls 
available to the industry fluctuates within wide limits and often unexpectedly 
according to climatic conditions and marketing policy. The occurence of frost 
damage in one citrus-producing country may create such a shortage of fiesh Iruit in 
the world market that the standards are lowered, much fewer culls are sorted out and 
the citrus-processing industry everywhere suffers from unavailability ol raw material. 

Furthermore, Hie varieties ot citrus fruit mos! suitable lor eating fresh are not 
necessarily the bes» for processing, for example, while most navel oranges are 
excellent tresh fruit, their usefulness in indium is limited by a dearee of bitterness 
that develops in their pasteurized juices. 

An alternative method of supplying the industry with raw material is to utilize 
the entire crop for processing, as is done in the USA in florida. The huge market 
created by the advent of successful fro/en concentrates and the favourable price 
commanded by these products, together with the convenience of receiving a steady 
supply of well-specified raw material, permit the industry to offer the growers a price 
considerably higher than that paid for culls.On the other hand, the costs of growing, 
picking and transporting the Innt may ]\- substantially lowered. 

Characteristics of fruit varieties 

The individual species of citrus fruit and the use of each one in the industry have 

7 
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been summarized by Braverman.1  Tiie present discussion emphasizes the e Heel of 
varietal characteristics on the suitability of citrus fruit for commercial processing 

(a) Shape and size. Some processing equipment must be selected or adjusted 
according to the size and shape of distribution of the liuit. The operations most 
sensitive to this factor are washing (brushes), sizing and especially juice extraction. 

(b) Hardness and tiiiekness "f the peel Vanehe- with thin but sufficiently hard 
peels are, o\ course, preferable Soft-skinned fruits such as langet ines require special 
care in conveying and puce extraction. 

(c) Jitiei yields. l!nless the litui is processed primai My tor its oil. the yield of 
juice is extremely impoitant. Many vaiieties that aie excellent lor eating t lesh, such 
as Jaffa oranges, may have less c.xtiactabie juice than other varieties less suitable for 
eating fresh. 

(d) Colour This tactor is especially impoitant in the case of oranges. I he market 
demands orange juice with a deep ""orange" colour. This requirement is further 
emphasized in the case ol concentrates and bases, where the colour should be quite 
pronounced even allei extensive dilution. Sonic vjiielies, although excellent in laste 
and aroma, yield .1 juice ot pale coloni, and vice versa. A good balance o1 llavour and 
colour may be obtained by blending such juices. I luis, tangerines mav be used to 
enhance the colour ot othei   |iu„es   despite then weak flavoni when processed. 

(el ( hi;ui\iii-w. A g od balance ot -.wectnev, and tailness IN essential. This 
factor puts ratliei strict luni'ations on the situar/'audilv ("Uiix pill latió. J Since 
vitamin (' is the most important nutritive factor in citrus juice, a high ascorbic acid 
content is very desnable. I he absence ol excessive bitterness, whefhci originally 
preset1! m the fruit >M induced In the treatment, is of course essential 

(I) I.enfili ol the SIUSOH. It is evident that citius tree valici ics that can provide 
matine fruit over a long period ot the y eat are extremely desirable. A combination of 
early, mid-season and late bearing varieties is the best way to lengthen the 
fruit-production season 

Maturity 

I he definition of fruit maturity for industrial purposes differs somewhat from 
thai used by the fresh-fruit market. Generally, oranges reach "processing maturity" 
some ¡une after tlu-y are sufficiently mature for eating fresh. Artificial ripening is 
etieetrve in colorii mg the peel. While this is important for the fresh-fruit market, it 
does not render the funi more suitable 'or processing. 

As the fruit matures, its juice content increases. However, juiciness cannot be 
used as the only criterion lor matuiiiy. because juiciness is also affected by many 
other factors and changes observably only very early m the growing season. 

Immature giape-funt are excessively bitter and acid. The bitterness is caused by 
high concentrations eu nanngin, a bitter crystalline glycoside. Recently, de-bitlering 

'Sec entry So. 1 m the lisi ol Selected Kctcieiiee». 

»The Hnv suif i- .1 idrometrie scale tor su^ar solutions so gnduated that its readings in degrees 
Bm t< Bm) .it a specified temperature represent the percentage by weight of sugar in a solution. 
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processes have been proposed whereby excess naringin would be decomposed by 
means of the en/yme naringinase. I xcess citric acid can be removed by 
electrodialysis. Although both processes have been described in the recent literature, 
neither is used commercially at present. 

With oranges, maturity ¡s more difficult to define than with grape-fruit, farly in 
the growing season an orange of a given variety may be reasonably juicy and sweet, 
but may develop a Jistmctly bitter taste in its juice upon processing, furthermore,' 
the colour of the juice is generally pale and a green nuance can be detected! 
especially in concentrates. 

In the case ot grape-fruit for the manufacture of canned segments, neither 
juiciness, sugar content nor acidity can be taken as indications of maturity. The 
texture of the segment is more important. Both immature and over-ripe fruit yield 
less finn segments than docs mature fruit. The use of shear-presses for the 
determination of optimal maturity has been investigated, but no conclusive data are 
available as of yet. 

The most useful criterion for maturity seems to be the ratio of total soluble 
solids (degrees Brix) to acidity (expressed as citric acid). However, the optimum 
sugar/acidity ratio suitable for the manufacture ot single-strength juice may be 
different from that required to obtain a good fro/en concentrate, furthermore, the 
optimum ratio depends also upon the variety of fruit being processed. Unfortunately, 
the experience of the processor is still the best guide for determining the suitability 
of fruit for processing. 



Chapter Four 

RECEIVING OPERATIONS 

Transportation and unloading 

Although the production of canned single-strength citrus fruit juice is discussed 
in detail elsewhere in the present report, it is so typical of citrus processing that a 
flow-sheet tor .1 plant loi this purpose is presented in figure 2 and will be referred to 
several times 

Citrus truit lor industrial use is usually transported m bulk. Damage to the fruit 
is not a matter of concern provided that the distances o\ transportation are short, the 
fruit is not over-ripe or bruised and the depth ot the load is not too great. The 
carriers may van from giant tiaileis with capacities as great as 25 tons to 
horse-drawn carts that carry only a tew hundred kilograms. 

In well-organi/ed, large-scale operations it is possible to achieve a great degree of 
automation ot the receiving operations by standardizing carrier dimensions and 
construction. A reasonable receiving procedure lor medium-scale plants consists of an 
unloading pit with slanted walls and a roller conveyor al its bottom. The fruit is 
discharged into the pit b\ dump-trucks, or it such are not available, by lifting the 
Iront wheels ot an ordinary tiuck h\ means ot a hydraulic |ack and platform, as 
shown in ligure 2 

I he capacity ot the fruit-teceiving line must be sulfluently large to avaid 
unnecessary delay ot caineis. to cope with peak supply situations and to permit 
future expansion II no other consideiations aie important, an unloading capacity 
equal to :htee to luur times the piocessmg capacity o\ the plant will be adequate. 

Beloie being admitted into the stoiage bins the truit is inspected, and damaged 
material is discarded wheie Inni is bought on the basis of tons of soluble 
juice „uiids rather than tons ot tiuit. it is necessary to draw a representative sample 
from the mam stream ol incoming truit. This sample is weighed and pressed under 
specified conditions I he yield ot |iuoe and soluble solids content are determined. 
This practice is recommended even when the quality of the fruit does not affect 
payment. It is very desitable to keep a record of the condition and composition of 
the truit and its vanation throughout the season. Such data are essential for planning 
production schedules. 

I» some plants, the hint is given a lust washing with chlorinated water before it 
enters the storage bins, [he purpose of this operation is to improve the sanitary 
condition ot conveying equipment and bins. In wann damp climates this practice is 
not recommended, since excess moisture on the fruit tends to produce rapid spoilage 
during storage, especially when the fruit is held for more than 12 hours. 
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Fruit varieties such as tangerines, which have thin and soft skins, cannot 
withstand bulk transportation and storage in bins. Such fruit should be delivered in 
field boxes and fed directly to the final washing line. 

Storage of fruit 

Storage between receiving and processing is necessary to ensure continuity of 
plant operation despite fluctuations in fruit delivery. The length of such storage will 
depend to a large extent on the nature of the delivery procedure and the production 
schedule. Thus, when the plant  management  has some control over picking and 
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delivery, the intermediate storage period may be shortened considerably. Also, 
processing a single variety of fruit uninterruptedly during a portion ot the season 
reduces the requirements for storage time and volume. Inder conditions of good 
co-ordination between fruit supply and processing, rapid turnover ol the inventory in 
storage may be secured, and the storage time can bo as short as h to 20 hours. In the 
absence ot such ideal conditions, sloiage periods ot several days are frequent. 

The design of storage bins also depends on the anticipated rate of turnover. 
Whenever need tor long-period storage is expected, bin construction •Jiould permit 
extensive natural ventilation to prevent spoilage and overheating Meta! bins with 
sheet-steel ha files and wire-mesh walls are suitable Wooden or conciete bins may be 
used for short-term storage. The bins should be provided with inclined bailies to 
prevent damage due to the weight ol the fruit bearing on the lower levels and to 
lessen the extent of bruising during the fall of the fruit into the bin. Such an 
arrangement is shown in figure 2. 

Washing and sorting 

The importance of effective washing of the fruit before it is pressed cannot be 
over-emphasi/ed. While modern juice extractors have been successful in minimizing 
contact between the juice and the exterior of the fruit, the danger of contamination 
of several designs and materials are available corresponding to the si/e, shape and peel 
is still present. Good washing of the fruit also reduces the formation ot slime on the 
conveyors and facilitâtes the sanitary upkeep of the extractors. 

Thorough washing of most citrus fruit can be acuieved by aseries ot operations 
as follows 

Soaking. The fruit is immersed in water containing wetting agents or detergents. 
Several such products, approved by the public health authorities, are presently in use. 
The fruit should remain in the soaking tank until all dirt is sufficiently softened; this 
may require one minute. 

finishing. A short elevator transfers the truii ¡rom the tank to a series of revolving 
brushes, where it is hit.ally „• rubbed under a shower of water (see ligure 2). finishes 
ot several designs and materials are available corresponding to the size, shape and peel 
toughness of the fruit. If the fruit delivered to the plant is relatively clean, the 
soaking operation may be omitted, and detergent may be spravedon the trint during 
brushing. 

Rinsing, f he fruit may be rinsed on the brushes or on a roller conveyor following 
them. Ian-shaped lets of water at a pressure of 4 to <> atmospheres should he used. It 
is advantageous to rinse with water containing approximately .10 parts per million of 
iree chlorine. Once-used rinse-water may he admitted into the soaking tank, .hus 
permitting frequent change of the soak-water with good economy. 

At this point, it is ivcessary to inspect the fruit and discard all rotten, mouldy 
and broken fruit, as well as any extraneous material and fruit of unwanted variety or 
unusual si/e. This operation is generally carried out after washing, since handling 
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clean Irmi ,s somewhat casier tur the sorters. However, ,f the proportion of detective 
ru. ,s ,00 large, il may be advantageous lo remove such fruit before washing in 

ordir lu avoid extensive contaminalion of «he soak water and brushes Sorting is 
done bv „and while the In,,, passes slowly on a conveyor. A roller convevor thai 
rotaks the tant as ,t advances is most convenient. (,ood lighting ,s essential Such 
inspection is shown in the plant flow-sheet presented in figure 2. 



Chapter Five 

EXTRACTION OF JUICE 

Juice is by far the most valuable citrus fruit product. I lie process of pressing or 
extraction bas a definite effect on the amount of juice obtained as well as on its 
quality and may therefore be regarded as the most critical operation in commercial 
citrus processing. 

I he juice is. strictly speaking, only the liquid contained in the thm-walled. 
club-shaped *'|iuce sacs" of the endocarp. In practice, however, commercial citrus 
juice also contains van, mi? amounts of pulp (broken walls of juice sacs and of 
segments, debris troni albedo, and the like, albedo liquids aiul essential oils troni the 
flavedo. One o| the most important features of modern mice-extraction equipment is 
its adjustability, so that the extent to which such components are included in the 
juice may be controlled. Very often processors tend to take advantage of this feature 
in the direction of over-pressing tor higher yields, lins practice results in a definite 
impairment ot the organoleptic piopeities A\\d stability ot the nuce. 

\t present, only hilly automatic juice extractors are in commercial use. Three 
such machines are described and discussed below. 

'///< liiyjtih !•;>, ,'tcxtnn /«»/was developed in Israel from earlier rotary models. 
It is now manufactured and sold in Italy ' Hie machine comprises two pairs of 
revolving drums, on the surl.kcs ol each of which hemispherical hollows have been 
embossed I he two dr. ns of each pan rotate in opposite directions. I he fruit is 
caught m the spherical space between the corresponding hollows of the two upper 
drums and is torced against a sharp blade, wlucli cuts it in two. I he halves are 
transferred to the hollows of the lower pair. In the course of one revolution, the 
extracto, head which carries hollow plurnvrs of a special shape, is pressed against the 
halved truit I he mice Hows through ilie plungers to a collecting manifold I he 
degree of piessmg may be adjusted bv varying the clearance between the 
dmiihhollow surtacesand the ,.¡u,igers at the end ol theu-lroke Since no provision 
is mane m this device lor the simultaneous collection ot peel oil. the Iniit must first 
be subjected io rasping under a jet of water The process ol" pool-nil recovery by this 
nethod ,s described ek where. I lie laglith extractor and others of its same'tvpc are 
relatively simple. Muu.y machines, the maintenance, adjuslr.cn: and servicing of 
which a,e easy. | !,eii opacity is } to 4 tons per houi according to the si/e of the 
unit. 

///»• Hnm;, extractor2 also begins by  halvinu the fruit.  I he halves are held by 
means ot inverted cups, while revolving rosette-shaped reamers empty them. In the 

•PuuliKvd I'v  Hvrtu//i S   \ . Mil.m. Italy l( ilioprcss). 

ÎPriHhKvd In Brown International ( orporalion. Covina. Calif.. I SA. 
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recent model, the cups and reamers are situated on revolving tables and meet each 
other at an angle. Smce the operation is based on rotary reaming and no. on pressure 
inclusion ol .ourse pulp and peel liquids may be minimized to a large extent The 
machine is rather complicated and reqmres special skill lor servicing. 

The l:MC(hHKl Machinery Corporation) Inhnv tunc extractor* is a recent 
deveopment. ascd on the "whole-lrui, enaction" principle formerly teatured i 
the I M( urn-table machines. I he extractor consists ol three or live pairs of lu.uered 
cups „.stalled ,n a straight Ime. At the star, of the cycle the cups are kepi apart and a 
fruit is introduced into the lower cup. The upper cup ,s then lowered Ihe lingers 
interlock and lorm a closed space. \s the distance between Hie cups decree the 
fruit is pressed against Ihe sharp edge ola lube situated at the hase ol the lower one 
A circular p.,rl..M. ol the peel .scut and the contents „I the tn.it a.e lourd tl„o.iK|, 
the hole thus lonned. „,to the tube. I Ins tube l,as a pcto.atcd wall though winch 
the juice is pressed out (lowing „ito a receiver and then to j collect.,.- m mitohl Ihe 
rag. seeds and circular piece of cut peel remain w.thin the tube and a.e disdurged 
through a special onlice. At the same tune the peel ,s removed In the Imecrsof .he 
upper cup 

The principal advantages ol (he I Alt extractor are the el.nm.at.o,, ol .he 
preliminary halving step and effluent prevention ol contact between the ,u,ce and 
the outer surlace of the peel. 1 ssent.al o.K are released Iron, the peel bv Ihe pressure 
and washed down by a shower ol water I bus. the three main commercial 
components ol alms (nut pnce, peel and essential oils are recovered in a single 
operation as three separate streams. If desired, ihe rag portion (orif.ee discharge! mav 
be collected as a fourth stream. 

I M( extractors are led from a belt conveyor tilted towards the machine Ihe 
fruit rods into the channels of a feeding table, whence it is transferred lo the cups 
either by a channelled elevator or by a rotating level (positive feeding). In order to 
utilize the full capacity of the extractor, it is important that each of the cups at every 
stroke be  filled.   Uns can   he achieved bv  admitting on   the lilted beli-fecde r an 
amount of fruit by 1 0 to 1 5 per cent in excess of the lull capactv of the extracting 
line Ihus all ol the machines will be filled and excess fruit will be collected at the 
end of the line and recirculated. 

The theoretical capacity of an I-MC extractor, calculated troni the number of 
cups and frequency ol strokes per minute, is 3 to 4 tons per houi. In a small factory 
under present conditions o\ feeding and si/e distribution, the average hourlv capacity 
per extractor ,s more likely to be 2.5 tons tor oranges and 3.5 tons for grape-fruit.    " 

All three types of automatic extractors described require pre-si/mg of the fruir 
the feed is adjusted according to fruit >/e. I-ach size group is conveyed to a different 
battery of extractors equipped with cups or grooves corresponding to the si/e of the 
fruit. A good knowledge of the expected si/e distribution of the fruit is essential in 
designing the juice-extraction line and conveying systems. Several methods of si/e 
classification exist. Ihe most commonly used device is a belt-and-roller sizer where 
the fruit travels on a tilted belt. A roller is installed near the outer (lower) edge of the 

-'Produced by 1-MC Corporation, Sania ( Iura. ( ahi.. I S.A. 
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belt, at an adjustable height from it. Fruit with a diameter smaller than the 
belt-to-rollcr clearance will tall, while larger fniit will continue to travel to the next 
section where the clearance is larger. Such a si/.cr is included in the flow-sheet of a 
citrus-juice canning plant presented in figure 2. 



Chapter Six 

SINGLE-STRENGTH JUICES 

Only single-strength citrus juices produced primarily for direct consumption a« 
considered here. Reconstituted juices, which are made by dilution of concentrate*, 
and citrus-based drinks are discussed separately. 

Characteristic properties 

Obviously, an ideal fruit juice is one that retains all of the characteristics of the 
freshly pressed material   Although this ideal is impossible to achieve at this time 
present technological knowledge permits a close approach to it. Ut us first consider 
the deteriorative changes that may take phce in the product during processing and 
storage. 

Microbial deterioraii<>n. Raw imce contains many micro-organisms of different kinds, 
such as bacteria, moulds and yeasts. I arly investigations reported the presence of as 
many as one million living cells per cubic centimeter of ¡nice. I he first apparent 
microbial deterioration, which may occur quite rapidly at room temperature, is 
alcoholic fermentation caused h> yeasts. Surface growth of moulds and lactic 
fermentation may also take place. I he more acid puces of grape-fruit and lemons are 
more resistant to most types of microbial attack than is orange juice. Nevertheless, all 
raw citrus juices should be regarded as highly perishable. 

The approach most commonly adopted for the suppression of spoilage is thermal 
inactivation of the micro-organisms. The juice is heated and held at high temperature 
for a given length ot time. I he temperatures and times used in practice aim at the 
destruction ot yeasts, non-sporeforinmg bacteria, moulds and the like. The 
more-resistant organisms arc not destroyed, but the acid medium prevents their 
subsequent development. Such a partial thermal sterilization is known as 
pasteurization. 

I he number o\~ living organisms that remains in the lince alter pasteurization is 
directly proportional to the number of cells that were initially present It is therefore 
important to avoid extensive build-up of the microflora before pasteurization. 
Effective washing of the fruit, reduction of holding time of raw juice and strict 
adherence to the principles of s:mitarv plant design and operation are essential. 

Colloidal cliuiifn's. fresh citrus juice is a homogeneous cloudy suspension of tiny 
solid particles in a sweet-sour senun. These particles are not finely disintegrated pieces 
of pulp or peel but probably a distinct anatomical portion of the fruit, with a 
particular chemical composition. This cloudy suspension is stabilized by a system in 

17 
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which the pectic substances play an important role. It this system is preserved, the 
"cloud" will remain in suspension tor a lone time, but if it is destroyed, tloceulation 
of the particles and their separation in the form otunsightly agglomerates will take 
place, and the bulk ot the juice will undergo clarification f his breakdown is a major 
cause of quality I O.A. 

One ol the punt nuil factors in the destruction of the stabilizing s\steni is the 
enzymatic breakdown of pectic substances, I'ect in-splitting enzymes are naturally 
present in the juice I heir concentration in the pulp is much higher th. n in the clear 
serum. Their action starts immediately after juice extraction. Fortunately, heat 
treatment is also a good method tor the inactiva!ion of en/yuies. l'aste,:ri/ation thus 
has the double function of stabili/mg the juice both microb' ,11 y and en/.vmatically. 
Non-en/vmatic breakdown of the colloidal structure is also possible. Our present 
knowledge ot this tv po of deterioration is very limited. 

Changes in limoni: I lie distinctive flavour ol fresh citrus juice results from the taste 
imparted by the sugars and acids and from the odour for which a multitude of 
volatile substances is responsible. Changes in taste may result from the formation of 
new substances during processing ami storage, and changes in odour occur as a result 
of loss and or chemical alteration of the volatile substances, as well as through the 
formation ol new odorous materials, (.eneiallv, all of these changes are undesirable. 

lire development ol bitterness m the |uice of California navel oranges or 
immature oranges of many other varieties has been described in chapter three, "Raw 
Materials", because ot this limitation, such juices can be used onlv for blending 
purposes. Another taste deterioration commonly encountered is the development of 
a "cooked" taste. I he exact nature ol this phenomenon is not knowi . Most of the 
cooked flavour is imparted to the taste of |tiiee during heat-treatment, but the 
impairment continues M the package d the storage temperature is high. A mild 
cooked taste may be described as a "Hat flavour*", while more advanced 
deteriorations aie lefeired to as "hot-oil ta-te"" and finally, as "burnt  caramelized". 

No heat-treatment process is now available that completely avoids taste 
deterioration However, such deterioiation can be kept to a minimum. De-aeration, 
absence ol excess essential oils, short-term processing and rapid cooling after 
pasteup'atinti are some of the pu-cautions to be taken to avoid it Orange nuce seems 
to be moie susceptible to cotiked taste than do grape-fruit and lemon puces. Also, 
the juice troni earlv fruit is somewhat more sensitive than that from later fruit. 
Inder reasonable conditions i.f manufacture and storage, odour deterioration is 
seldom a pi.ihlem in single-strength juices, [his type of quality loss is therefore 
discussed m connexion with concentrates where the problem is more serious. 

I hanses m iohmr | ilC llll)S, „¡ipuitaul change m juice colour is attributable to a 
process known as "non-enzymatic browning". A series of reactions involving 
primarily the ammo acids and ascorbic acid of the juice results in the formation of 
dark pigments. I his is a lelativeK slow change, enhanced by high storage temperature 
and high acidity. It is especially serious m lemon puce and bottled (not canned) 
grape-lruit and orange juices. It ,s advisable to store single-strength, pasteurized 
lemon juice in a retrn-crated waiebouse at a temperature of 3"(   to 5"(\ 
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The manufacturing process 

Since the earlier stages of the production of eanneo single-strength citrus iuices 
ave a reach    een used ,« ..lustrate citms processing ,n general, let ¿ «2• Çe 

2, at Ilio pumi who it« the raw mice leaves the extractor. 

IT'   ' hC r;r !»•«:•»»»»'» Tom any automatic juice extractor contains too 
much   coarse   pulp  lor direct  packaging.  TI.e first operation is therefore one 

screening or  „mshmg    I wo  methods „f screening are in  use:  free streemnTa d 

pressure.   Iherclore. only    tree    ,u,ce ,s recovered, but the pulp ,s quite wet   Free 

screening prevents extraction of a large quantity of disintegrated pulp i„,„ ,he juice 

^cn'Tr Ín T CdSC °' "•cn•c* >»• * «plaLd in chi   er 

ïoïïv   ,r      T'!""1 ,,KiV  hVrmpllShCd Ci,hcr in ;I l,erf"ratcd d"««» rotaîing 
slowly or „n vibrating screens. Vihrat.ng-screen machines are more compact than the 
tonner, but they .appear „, mcorporate large quantities of air into the juice  However 
a de-aerator  mav be introduced mto the production hue at this point (figure V 
Pressure timshmg is done by means of screw presses. WiUi this process, the yield of 
ju,ce ,s higher and «he pulp discharged ,s drier. Obv.ouslv. the ,u,ce has more "body- 
Wit this is not obiechoiKible in single-strength pi ices. ' 

the screened puces are collected in covered stainless steel tanks equipped with 
stirrers. Ihese vessels may serve for blending, addition of sugar ( m the case of 

sweetencu ,,:-es) or simply as balance reservoirs for the subsequent operations A 

sufficient number of then, should be provided to perm,, both continuous operation 
of the Ime ami frequent washing o\ the tanks. The individual tanks should be 
sufficiently small h> avoid in-process holding of raw puce for long penod-, 

fíwt/w,/! of nuces. Wry often, the layout of the plan! max requue the use of pumps 

tor the transfer ol puces from one point to another Sa.utarv .eninfugal pumps are 
generally used, (are must be taken to exclude air Tins can be done hv maintaining a 
Sizable positive head of pressure a. the sue,,,,, end of ,he pumps (elevated tanks 
liberal pipe diameter, short, straight and unrestricted ,>,,,„,, be,*,,,, tank and 
pump). 

Pasteurization. Plate pasteurizers, similar to those used ,„ the oa.rv industry Hre now 

customary in tnnt-iu.ee processmg. These consist ol embossed metal plates pressed 
together to form alternating channels for the Hou m |llKt. amf l!u. heaMng (or 

cooling) medium (see figure 1). The healing medium may he sham oi p,essur./ed hot 

water, the latter permitting easier control. A heat treatment ,.i ¡(Ke.oiuK ,t S7"C is 

sufficient tor orange juice, but slightly milder treatment is adequale lor grape-rruit 

and lemon juices. I he temperature is automatically controlled and recorded \ "flow 
diversion valve" system is useful whereby any portion of ,u.ce that does not reach 

the desired temperature in one "pass" is diverted from the product Ime and 
recirculated. 

The most commonly used sequence ofju.ee processing is heat-fill-cool, as shown 
in igure _. The juice coming from the pasteurizer is filled into the container while 
stiU hot. The lugli temperature of the juice is sufficient to pasteurize the inside 
surface of the container and its lid. In-process holding time is not controlled, since it 
is assumed that the duration of retention of the juice in the filler and in the can prior 
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to cooling is ample. There is a danger that unnecessarily long holding at high 
temperature and undue slowness of the in-package cooling may produce an 
objectionable cooked taste. 

An alternative method uses the sequence heat-cool-fill. I'he pastel n/er is 
provided with a holding section in which the puce is retained for exactly the desired 
holding time. I'he juice is then rapidly cooled or even chilled in a heat-exchanger 
(usually an additional section of the same plate heat-exchanger). Since the cooled 
juice cannot now pasteun/e the containers, it becomes necessary to sterili/e the 
empty packages and lids before filling and to carry out the filling operation under 
aseptic conditions. Aseptic filling tor ¡uices has been advocated, but it appears to be 
seldom done commercially, presumably for reasons of cosi. I lie heat-cool-fill 
sequence without aseptic filling is being used for chilled puces or for "soft" beverages 
packaged in plastic or in lined cardboard, with preservatives added. 

Can filling and (losing. I he selection of can-filling and -».losing equipment depends 
on the capacity of the production line. \n inexpensive filling device consists of a 
short conveyor travelling under a series of open no//les I he conveyor carries empty 
cans, while juice flows freely troni the no/./les. I he rate of How and conveyor speed 
are regulated to ensure complete tilling. I hiMiiethod. which is quite commonly used 
for low-speed operations ( 20 to M) cans per minute) cannot he recommended. Over- 
and under-filling are unavoidable, and sanitary conditions aie difficult to maintain. 
The overflow must be collected, cooled and re-pasleuri/cd \u excessive amount of 
air is introduced into the can m the form of foam 

Automatic puce fillers of sanitarv design arc available lor a unie range of 
capacities. 'Ihe relative merits ol the different types are a mattei of controversy. 
However, rotary piston fillers seem to he preferable Ihere are no particular 
requirements tor the can scanni However, machines that hold the can still while the 
seaming head totales ar. preferable, since they reduce spillage. Ih» scarner can be 
synchronized with the tilling machine, thus making the filling and dovny steps one 
automatic operation. I he empty cans must be sleam-cleaned and inverted before 
filling, in accordance with established sanitary canning practice 

Cooling The cans and their contents should be ;apidly cooled to room temperature. 
Ibis is most conveniently done by means of spin-coolers. I he cans are rotated 
around their axes on an inclined belt conveyor At the same time, cold water is 
sprayed on in the form of cone-shaped |ets. A No. 2 can1 of orange |inee can be 
cooled from *<)<•(' to «)•<< ,„ 2 to < minutes Since a pardal vacuum is formed inside 
die cans during cooling, suction of water through the seams of the can may occur To 
avoid re-containinalion of the puce, the cooling water should be absolutely clean and 
preferably chlorinated 

In order to avoid rust, the cans must be dried before being cased I he cooling 
operation is otten interrupted when the cans are at 4(/'C to45"( to accelerate natural 
drying ot the miter surface. However, a process whereby the cooling is carried out as 
far as possible and the cans are dried by independent means such as blowers or 
brushes i> prelerahle. Cans that are crated at 45"C will retain a high temperature for 

l'lbN4'«/. )'"' haS a nVt l,l,Uld CaPaC,,y °' ' lIS Plnt- 2 llu,d «'«n""« (^Proximate nel weight of 
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a long tim. . and a marked cooked taste and increased risk of spo.lage and internal 
corrosion will result. 

Packaging in glass. liecausc ot the supposed sales-appeal supcnoritv of bottles over 
cans, there is some demand lor hot tied single-strength juices m I „rope, hie process 
of bottling is similar to canning. However, special machines aie requued tor tilling 
and capping Crown caps or piller-proof screw-caps are used. I he bottle-, should be 
thoroughly washed and pro-heated to avoid h.c.kage. Cooling should also he slow for 
the same reason ln-hottle pasteurization, commonh used lor apple |tuce. beer and 
wine cannot be applied to citrus p.ice, since a cocked taste would be induced 
Despite all precautions, precipitation of pulp is unavoidable, and the appearance of 

the product in transparent glassisi"..! always attractive. Dark glass, which also offers 
some protection from light, is therefore preferred 

Chilled lince. fresh, non-pasteurized puces of orange and tirape-fruit mav have a 
Shelf-life of several da>s if kept at ()"( at all tunes. Ilowevi ^ since such conditions 

cannot be assumed in retail marketing, the use of uon-pasteuri/ed chilled juice is 
limited to institutional consumption m Hie vicinity of the plant. In a method more 

commonly used, the nuce is cooled and chilled in bulk after pastenrization in the 
usual way. It is filled, cold, into lined cardboard containers or bottles and shipped 

under refrigeration. Sanitary requirements are particularly stringent. Considering the 
similarity between this product and pasteurized milk from the viewpoint of 
marketing problems and shelf-life, it is interesting to note thai dairv companies in the 

USA arc most active m the distribution and sometimes the production of chilled 

citrus juices. It should be noted that the production and marketing of chilled juices 
in other countries is still verv limited. 



Chapter Seven 

CITRUS-JUICE CONCENTRATES 

General considerations 

Citrus linces naturally contain K6-<K) per cent water, and their bulk can be 
reduced greatly by the removal of most of it. The advantages of concentration from 
the points of view of packaging, transportation and storage cost are evident. 
Furthermore, the stability of the product is also improved in several aspects. Three 
types of concentrated citrus juices are available in the trade: frozen, pasteurized 
(hot-pack) and chemically preserved. A block diagram of these three types of citrus 
concentrate production is presented in figure 3. 

1 ro/en concentrates arc sold primarily for direct consumer use. Upon dilution 
with the proper amount of water they yield a beverage comparable to or better than 
natural canned juice. I si..,:iy they are sold at a concentration of 4 : I (i.e., the bulk 
of natural juice has been reduced to one fourth by concentration). These 
concentrates must be kept frozen at all times. Storage and distribution temperatures 
below I8"( are essential for good quality. 1 his factor renders the production and 
marketing ol frozen concentrate*' impracticable in many countries. Indeed, at the 
present time large-scale retail marketing of frozen citrus concentrates is limited to the 
l'SA. 

(aimed ( hot-pack» concentrates generally do not reach the consumer directly 
hut are used in the manufacture ot soft beverages or reconstituted juices. The juice 
obtained by dilution of these concentrates is comparable or inferior to canned 
single-strength piicc. However palatable reconstituted juices may be obtained from 
good quality hot-pack concentrates when the flavour is "corrected" with essences. 
Pasteurized concentrates are marketed at concentration ratios in the order of 6:1. 

( henueally preserved conjurâtes are used for the manufacture of popular 
bottled sott drinks and confectionery, I heir concentration is also at the 6 : 1 range. 
Ihey are generally marketed m wooden barrels with a chemical preservative (usually 
sulphur dioxide). 

Characteristics of citrus-juice concentrates 

Ideally, a good citms concentrate is a product that, upon dilution with an 
appropriate amount of water, yields a beverage identical to the juice from which it 
was inade. However, changes that occur during processing and storage prevent 
attainment ol this ideal. These changes are summarized below. 
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Figure 3.   Diagram of citrus fruit concentrate production (with essence recovery) 

Changes in flavour I he conventional method of concentration is evaporation. When 
a juice is concentrated by evaporation, water is not the only substance removed; 
most of the volatile essences that give tast< and fragrance are also lost. These 
substances may. however, be recovered from the vapours and returned to the juice. 
Alternatively, some fresh juice may he added to the concentrate to replace some of 
the lost flavour. I hese two methods, known respectively as •"essence recovery" and 
"cut-back", will be discussed later. 

Since evaporation is a thermal process, it may also alter the flavour by cooking. 
Cooked taste may be minimized by reducing the temperature of evaporation 
(high-vacuum evaporation) or by decreasing the retention time of the juice in the hot 
regions of the evaporator. 
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Discolouration. As muy bo expected, change m colour ( "browning") is a much 
greater problem with concentrates than with nuces. Indeed, the higher the 

concentration, the more lapul is the rate oí discolouration. In lro/en concentrates, 
the low storage temperatine prevents any poiceplmle degree ot browning, in 
pasteurized concentiates. however, the pioNcm is verv serious It kept at room 
temperatine, a 4 I lemon concentrate would become chocolat.' blown in a lew 
weeks. I he onlv wa> known tod.no to keep browning mulct control is letngerated 
storage. Since giape-fnut and lemon concentiates have a gieatei tcndencv to undergo 
browning than orange |iiice. thcv jie f.eneially prepared at lower concentiations. 

In chemically preserved con > ntiaies. the spoilage-preventing additive most 
commonly used, sulphur dioxide, is also an et'lective inhibitor ol browning. II" the 

concentration ot tree sulphur dioxide is kept sut'tìciently high at all times excessive 
browning can be pievented. 

Colloidal changes. I he viscositv ot citrus concentiates increases tremendously with 

concentration \ typical orange concentrate of (,tl"Knx mav have a viscosity of MXX) 
to 10.001) centipoise. while the viscosi tv ot si ngle-sl length puce is about ^ centipoise. 
Hie viscosity depends siiong.ly on the ¡piantiU ot pulp material pi osent iti the piice. 

Sometimes, a lugli-sohds conceiitiale (e.g.. (ò"Bri\> may leven ttoiri a ¡uglily 
viscous but still fluid material to a hard, timi eel, < >hv mush . such a product has lost 

all ol its commercial value. Several mechanisms ma\ cause this gclatmi/ation. for 
example, the ¡neh concernuti MI ot sugars and acids ma\ niodifv the colloidal state 

ol the pectin to hum a gel. iusl as it happons in lilies and |anis. In some cases, this 
type of gelatim/atton mav be prevented b\ the admixture ol a small amount of 
sodium curate, which acts as ,, hitter and prevents excessive drop ol the nil with 
increasing concentijüon. In HMSI cases, however. gelatmi/aliun lollows the action of 

pectolytic en/vines ( onscquenilv. to prevent it. it is essential to inactivate the 
en/vines in the tieshh pu ,sod |ince. 

Manufacturing processes 

¡'reparation ,>( tin mia lor com cutral ion. lo reduce concentrate viscosity, the 

amount ol pulp suspended in it must be reduced. The first operation after juice 
extraction is therefore succumg I ree screening through perforations U.S to I.Umin 
m diameter is necessarv tor concentration beyond (>()"Hn\. Screw presses with 
screens ol 0.4 t„ (,.<, mm diameter am! moderate pressine mav he used for fro/en 

concentrates. I he degree of screening neccss.uv to prevent excessive viscosity and 

íícbtini/atioii also depends upon the vanetv >>t fruit used 

I he discharged pulp still contains ,, cons.deiable amount ot |iiice Ilio current 
practice is to recover mos, „f the soluble sohds o| the pulp bv a leach,m, process I he 

pup .swashed with v.ate, „, seve, al slops cornac led ,„ counter-cm rent tashion The 
soluble sohds arc .covered ,n the torn, o| ., „7 pei ceni solution, which is mixed 

with the screened ,u,ce. I he leached pulp ts discarded, used l„r tattle toed I fresh or 

Uried) or comminuted as a  'chn,ding" aeont tor bevor ages | see figure \). 

It is now necessary to stop the action of the pectobt.c en/vmes by subjecting 

the   screened   ,mce   to   a   heat   treatment   snudar  lo   that   already   described   for 
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single-strength juices. The use ot screw presses and pulp-washing tends to increase the 
concentration of pectins and pectolytic cn/ymes. Whenever these high-yield 
techniques are used, the heat treatment must he somewhat more rigorous. 

The evaporator may he connected directly to the heat-treatment unit >.o that the 
hot juice is immediately Hashed into the vacuum chamber Alternatively, the juice 
may he cooled and stored in a balance tank, hum which it is ted into the evaporator. 
The former method represents better steam economy, hut its applicability depends 
on the construction and operation principle of the evaporai.>r. 

evapora I ion. Modern citnis-juice evaporation equipment is based on either of the 
two possible approaches to the problem ot mumm/mg heal damage: low temperature 
or short contact time. 

As with anv other liquid, the holline point o| citrus puce may be lowered by 
reducing the pressure Many industrial citriivpiice concentrator«, operate with very 
low pressures, corresponding to boiling points (based on water» of I ,'•,"( or below, 
thus obviously eliminating the danger ol cooking. However, the method lias serious 
limitations. Operation al lugli vacuum entails increased initial cost <>t equipment as 
well as operating expenses O.dinarv cooling water is not sulficieullv cold tor the 
condensation ot the vapouis at such pressures, so , lulled water, ictrigcratcd brine or 
direct-expansion relngeiant sv stems must he used I lie viscosi!v ot llie concerníale is 
much higher at low tcmpcialuic \s a result, heat lianslei is bound to be slow. and 
retention tune is long Hiere seems lo be no appreciable advantage horn llie 
viewpoint of retention ot volatile substances 

In recent years, emphasis b„ been put on shorter conta., i time latliei than on 
low temperature I'ressuie is reduced only siitheunllv to obtain boiling ,n 4s >s"( . 
However, the concentrate remains in coniaci with the healing Mirlace tor only a tew 
seconds. Rapid evaporation is secured In an unproved rale ol heat «ransler Most id* 
the modem evaporators are termed -'film evaporators*' since the concentrale is 
heated in the form of a thin film moving over llie heal Iranslei surCue I here are 
several different techniques lor forming and moving this trim Sonic ol the more 
commonly used methods arc described below. 

In piali evaporators the puce is passed through a plate hcat-e\changei similar to 
the plate llash-pastenri/er toi single-strength puces described «>n page ^-l hut 
with a larger gap between the piales < onsiderahle evapoialion already takes place in 
the heat-exchanger. I he vapours formed move at high velocity towards the exit, 
thereby causing rapid movement ot the .quid film m the same direction. I urther 
evaporation takes place when the mixture ot vapour and liquid expands into a 
separation chamber connected to a vacuum pump 01 cieclor system ihrougli an 
efficient condenser. It the degree ol concentration achieved in a single pass is not 
sufficient, the concentrate may be recirculated or sent to a second evaporator of the 
same type (multi-stage operation). An important feature ol the plate evaporator is its 
ease of cleaning. I he plates can be quickly opened, and all parts in contact with the 
food are thus readily made accessible for inspection and cleaning. Iwaporators of this 
type, supplied by the Aluminium Plant and Vessel Company Ltd.. in the United 
Kingdom, are now in use in several citrus-processing plants. 
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hailing- and for cliinhing-film evaporators make use of the same principle of 
utilizing îiigh-velocity vapours for moving the liquid film. Hie heat-transfer surfaces 
are vertical cylindrical or conical tubes. In the case of clinihmg-film evaporators, the 
liquid i-. intioduced at the lower end of the tube•>, and th<. film moves upward solely 
by the propelling action ot the v ipours. However, since viscosity incieases with 
concenttatmn. thi>. inovemeiil slows down and scorching may occur. Consequently, 
climbing-film evaporators should not be used to achieve lugli concentration ratios. 
Willi falling-film evaporators, the ¡noumeni of the film is secured bv gravity as well 
as by vapour propulsion Higher concentration ratios can be achieved with 
faliing-lilm systems ot with evapoiators using a climbing-film section as a first step 
and a laümy-tilin section tor finishing. Several veisions oí this principle may be found 
in large-scale evaporators especially adapted lor the citrus industry. I y pical examples 
are the laste1 anil Bufiov ac: ev„pouitor-, extensively used in I loridn and California, 
and the I'ladoth' evapoiator made m Israel. I he first two of these are huge machines 
with capautic- as high as Kill toi.- per hour, the thud is supplied fot eapaeitv langes 
of I to 11) tons. ' 

S\\\pt'-surface evaporalors make use o! mechanical devices to move the film. Hie 
heat-excnatiger consists of a vertical or horizontal tube within .vhich an agitator 
rotates at high speed. Tbc blades ot the agitator "'sweep' the liquid film over the 
heating surface. I his tvpe of evaporator has limited ability to cope with materials 
that contain large amounts of coarse pulp unless thev are specially designed fortius 
purpose. Swcpt-siirfacc evaporators are typified by the lurbofilm machines.-' 

I he rohitm^surjMo i vaporau>r is a more rceent development. I he heat-transfer 
surface is an inverted cone that nipidlv rotates about its axis. Steam is applied to one 
side ol the cone while puce flous very rapidly m a thin film on the other surface. 
Retention time is extremely short, and remarkably high concentration ratios can be 
obtained in a single pass. I his machine is known as the Centri-'l heim." Several units 
are presently in use in citrus plants I his evaporatiti is much more compact than 
most other machines of comparable capacity. 

In all evaporation processes, steam economy is a matter of considerable 
economic importance. There are several methods of increasing the amount of water 
removed per ton ol steam used, but they cannot be described here. Since all of these 
methods lepresent an increase in capitai investment, their economic merits should be 
analysed in close relation ;,, ;!„ conditions that prevail in any place where such an 
install::, m is planned. However, most evaporators can be equipped with some kind 
ot steam-saving system. 

UteniaUvcnwiluHholoonvcrtration. | |1C disadvantages of evaporation, such as 
losses ot volatile substances, heat damage, cost of equipment and steam, have led to 
extensive investigations of alternative methods of water removal. 

•Produced by I ail! yi.u unciy < o.. (. learvvatei. 11a., I S.A. 
2Produeed in Uutlov ,e I uuipment DIV.MUII, Blavv-knox Co., Búllalo. V V., USA. 

-»Produced by Pljüotli Co.. I in Harod, Israel. 

«The cap.e.m o, evaporators is rated m u-rimnl ton- o. water evaporad per unit of time. 
-Ilic-se machines were introduced bv  l.uwu  \(,  Zurich   Swit/erhnd   h„i <;•;i 
now produced ,„ the I edera. Republic o, Cennuny andmthe ^States ^^hme' "" 

Produced by  A..u-L,vul AB. Lund. Sweden. See entry No. .6 Lr the Ust of Selected Reference,. 
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One of the most-studied processes in this field is termed freeze-concentration or 
freeze-drying. When a juice is cooled below its freezing point, its water separates as 
ice crystals, and the concentration of the liquid increases. If the ice is removed as it 
forms, a concentrate is obtained. Obviousl\, heat damage is nrrvv.n.><l th.. ..«i.»^ 
are retained (at least, theoretically) and the energy balance appears to be 
economically favourable. Several processes, differing mainly in the method of 
freezing and separating the ice from the concentrate, have been proposed. None has 
yet found appreciable commercial application for citrus-juice concentrates One 
packer company that put a certain method of freeze-concentration into large-scale 
operation has now discontinued its use. 

Membrane processes such as osmosis, reverse osmosis and vapour permeation are 
still at the stage of laboratory investigation. It is still too early to predict the 
outcome of such developments in terms of future applications to citrus-juice 
concentration. J 

Hot-pack ame cut rates.   I he concentrate is withdrawn from the evaporator, cooled 
and collected in balance tanks, where its composition is checked and corrected 
Blending and admixture of recovered essence or essential oils, whenever practised 
take place at this stage. The finished product is pumped through a plate pasteurizer 
where  it is rapidly heated  to 7o<>('-7^( . Sanitized cans (commonly  No IO7 or 
larger) arc filled, sealed and cooled as quickly as possible 

Citrus juice is normally pasteurized before evaporation. Since the final 
concentrate must be pasteurized, one mav question the need for the first 
heat-treatment. Indeed, the first pasteurization mav be omitted if the temperaturein 
the evaporator «s low or the retention time is short. However, in small-scale 
operations a doubl.' pasteurization is preferable for safety and better flexibility. 

Chemically prcscned amccntratev The material is cooled immediately after 
evaporation, standardized and filled into wooden barrels, which must be in good 
condition and freshly coated with paraffin wax. Sulphur dioxide ( 2000 to ^000 parts 
per million) is added directly to the barrels. Other preservatives, such as sodium 
benzoate ( 1000 to 2000 parts per million) may also be used if permitted. If so, steel 
barrels lined with a suitable plastic may also be used. However, since sodium 
benzoate has no retarding effect on browning, the product must be kept in cold 
storage. 

Frozen concentrates. The good quality of frozen concentrates is in large part due to 
the practice of "cutting back" (see page 1?>). A concentrate with a soluble solids 
level of approximately bO°Bri\ is prepared in the usual way. fresh, single-strength 
juice is then added to a linai concentration of 42"linx. This fresh-juice fraction 
improves the taste considerably. Further improvement is possible through the 
admixture of peel oil (within the limits Oí the specifications) and recovered essence. 
Blending of concentrates from fruit of different varieties and maturity stages is also 
common practice. 

The juice used for cut-back is usually not pasteurized. Under proper conditions 
of operation  the  quantities of enzymes and microorganisms introduced by the 

7ANo. 10 can has a nei liquid capacity ot 3 US quarts (approximate net wemht ul (> It). 1(1 o/..). 
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cut-back portion is not sufficiently large io cause deterioration of the frozen 
product. If, however, pulp or pulpy juice is used in the cut-back portion, their 
stabilization by heat is necessary. 

Concentrate, cut-back nuce, oil and essences are blended in agitated tanks, due 
care being taken tu avoid inclusion of air Mending in an atmosphere of nitrogen is 
preferable. I he mixture is now pooled until partially fro/en. I his is generally dime in 
swept-surl.ice coolers such as the Votator machine.'* I lie resulting slush is packed, 
and freezing is completed b\ a blast ot cold air ( 4U"( I and the product is stored at 

18"( or below. I rozen concentrates may be packed in small cans for direct 
consumer use or m plastic-lined metal barrels tor institutional or industrial use or for 
cut-back Recently, retail-.i/e cans with laminated cardboard walls have been used 
with success. 

•Produced by the Girdle, Co. Division of Chemotron Corporation, USA. 



Chapter Eight 

CITRUS-JUICE BASES FOR SOFT DRINKS 

for industrial use 

Pure, natural juices have some serious marketing limitations; for example, they 
arc relatively ex|>ciisive and do not possess the thirst-quenching power of more 
watery drinks. On the other hand, citrus flavours (traditionally orange and lemon, 
now als*) grape fruit and lune) arc established favourites in the field of carbonated 
and non-carbonated soft dunk». In mav cases, this flavour is imparted by essential 
oils or imitation essem.es. However, the public seems to prefer cloudy beverages with 
a more fruity chaiactei I hese contain vaiymg amounts of citrus components such as 
juice, concentrate, pulp and /est. I hey are generally supplied to the bottler in the 
form of ready-to-use "bases" that are tailored to his needs. I hese bases are complex, 
concentrated mixtures to which only water, carbon dioxide, sugar or other 
sweeteners need be added to obtain the final beverage They are developed through 
careful experimentation, geneially with the cooperation ol the soft-drink bottler. A 
general survey of the technology of citruvkise itianu'acture lollow; ^s. 

The raw materials that make up these bases are puces and their concentrates, 
pulp, peel, essential oils and natural essences food acids, stabilizers, certified colours 
or colour extracts obtained from citrus, chemical preservatives may be added if 
necessary. 

The pulp and peel constituents must be ground to a very fine paste in order to 
impart to the beverage the desired uniform cloudiness and prevent precipitation. This 
is done in a series of size-reduction operations, the last of which is invariably 
comminution in colloid mills. Mie pulp or peel particles may be subjected to a short 
steam-cooking operation, using conventional fruit pre-heaters. Cooking increases the 
output of the mills, but the flavour of the product is somewhat impaired. It is 
possible to use the different ingredients immediately for the manufacture of base or 
to store them until needed I heir preservation during storage mav be secured by 
freezing, pasteurization or addition of chemical preservatives according to their final 
use. 

The different components are blended in links with agitators. Issential oils are 
first emulsified in a small amount of concentrate, juice or sugar syrup, using 
emulsifiers and stabilizers such as brominated essentia1 oils I 'Itrasonic homogenizers 
are very effective in this pre-mixmg operation. 

It is important to avoid as much as possible the inclusion of air in the processes 
of comminution and mixing, since high viscosity of the material renders de-aeration 
difficult. De-aeration is carried out by sprayi.ig the mixture into a vacuum chamber 
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(Pfaudler de-aerator1) or by spreading it in the tonn of a thin film on rotating 
conical surfaces and applying a vacuum (1 ryma de-acraior-). Intimate mixing of all 
ingredients and a certain degree ot further size reduction may he achieved by means 
of high-pressure homogeni/ers adapted from similar michinos used in the dairy 
industry, flic methods of preservation of citrus bases arc similar to those used with 
concentrates for industrial use. 

"Ade" bases 

"Ade" bases are concentrated products that contain a considerable amount of 
sugar. They are intended for direct consumer use. When mixed with the proper 
amount of water, they vield a lemonade, orangeade, limeade or the like;hence their 
name. By way of illustration, an excellent orangeade base may he made by mixing 
single-strength orange |iiicc with drv sugar in sufficient amount to give a final 
soluble-solids concentration of SM>S"Hnx ( i. c. approximately one part (by weight) 
juice to one part sugar). In practice, however, concentrates arc used rather than 
juices. 'I he cloud, colour and llavoui are intensified as in the case of industrial bases. 
In tlie l'SV ade" bases are generally sold in small cans as fro/en products. Their 
concentration is low (4O-50"Brix). Elsewhere, citrus syrups" or "squashes" are 
more popular. These are sold in bottles or plastic containers in a concentration of 
about 6()"Hnx. 

»Produced by the Pfaudter and Co. Dwisioii of Kilter Plaudfcr Corporation, USA. 
^Produced by 1 ryma, RheinfeWen, Switzerland. 



Chapter Nine 

CANNED CITRUS FRUÌ I 

Grape-fruit segments are the best known and most universally accepted canned 
eitrus fruit product. Mandarin sections, produced mainly in Hast Asia, are used 
primarily for decoration. Some seedless varieties of swce' 'ranges are also pac! ed in 
limited quantities. The manufacturing processes vary somewhat with the variety of 
fruit. Grape-fruit products are discussed hde !< .¡¡uvr; . 1 e IMSL. ,.p< ratio,¡ ; h,s 
field. 

Canned grape-fruit segments 

Basically, canned grape-fruit consists of segments freed of albedo, seeds and 
membrane, packed in a solution of sugar and pasteurized in the can. The segments 
ihould be firm, unbiokcn and uniform. The preparation of a quality product requires 
considerable experie ice. skill and very rigorous quality control. 

The truit used tor this product must be of uniform medium si/e. ripe but finn 
and free of blemishes. Culls are obviously not acceptable. 

The first operation is removal ol' the peel. I his is »enerally done by hand. The 
fruit is first scalded in nearly boiling water tor a short time. Hie heat causes some 
expansion of the air occluded in the spongy albedo. l'Ite peel can now be easily 
removed. Several machines have been proposed for the mechanization of the peeling 
operation. In one of them, the scalded fruit is placed on the cups of the machine 
which cuts and pulls down the peel, much as the manual action. Another machine 
takes unscalded fruit and cuts the peel peripherally in a mechanism that acts similarly 
to the peeling of apples. Hand peeling, however, seems to be more generally 
practised. 

The removal of membranes is a delicate process. I wo basic methods for this are 
in general use. In the first, frequently used in the USA, whole peeled fruit are placed 
in wire baskets and subjected to a bath of hot lye. Pieces of albedo and the dorsal 
portion of the membranes are removed by this treatment. I he fruit is now rinsed 
thoroughly with water and transported to the "sectionizing table". Here the 
segments are separated from the inner membranes by hand, using a spatula of special 
shape. 

The second method is more commonly practised in other countries. I he workers 
who remove the peel also break the fruit down to individual segments; these are 
placed in perforated stainless steel trays, which are conveyed through a series of three 
baths, as follows: (a)  a   hot caustic bath (approximately  1.5 per cent sodium 
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hydroxide at lH)'\ . 10 to 20 seconds exposure I. 'hi gentle but abundant fresh-water 
showers to remove excess lye. and (cl a bath of dilute citric acid solution to 
neutralize any of the caustic which mav have remained on the segments. This 
treatment remove- the membranes almost completely. Any sections of membrane 
that still remain on the segments mav be easily removed bv hand 

I he segments aie now ready l'or canning. I he\ are caietulK placed in the cans 
and hot syiiip is added. I he concentration ot syrup i-- icgulated according to the 
desired final Urix value and [lie sugar content ot the fruit itself I he "drained 
weight I i.e.. the weight ot segments remaining, on a sieve when the syrup is drained 
oil) is an important f.ict.u consulted I y most quality standards. It is necessary to 
take sevcial step, in order to nect ¡IK leijinrements m this respect. Many processors 
subject each of the cans (with the -.egm-uts. before addition oi svrup) to a weight 
check and ailjusimeut. It must be remembered that the drained weight o!' the 
ptoduu itici lúwJav: i, on'v c>• 7.S p.-r cent of the weight ot tresh segments put in 
the can. I his is because i<\ the • >sniot'c dillusion ol water from the fruit to the more 
concenti,at-'d   . n.p. 

Alter the cans have been tilled, it ii necessary <o expel most ul the air dissolved 
"'' otherwise included in thei<- contents. I he conventional method is thermal 
exhaustion whereby the open cans aie passed through a bath ol hot water until a 
temperature of (.<i"('-oJ''C iv leached at the coldest pomi. A shgnt rocking motion 
;u • h<-' "''•", '" ",, ouve; ur to iacih'ate release ot an bubbles. \s the air is 
expelled, a •'mai" of water vapour ¡ formed m the liead-sp ice ol the can. Alter 
sealing ami cooh.ig. this mat condenses and a partial vacuum is obtained I lie absence 
01 air and good vacuimi are important considerations loi the prevention of internal 
corrosion ol the can and I.M se, ione a leasoiuMv long shell hie loi the pioduct. 

I lie cxha;i-,!''d cans aie sc . I d and pasUunzcd. Pasteurization is achieved by 
boding the can, m water I he cans mav he pul m c riles which are then lowered into 
a hot bath (baldi operation» or ',,e> ma\ travel m a coiiuwor mnneiscd m boiling 
water. I he tune required lor pasteun/aiioii depends upon the si/e oi the calis, i une 
and tempciaîme dal,, lor the p, .teaii/ain-u oí :.japcdniit scguienls m différent can 
si/es are given in mod cannili;' handbooks. Mie cans are thorough cooled alter 
pasteurization. It is important to handle ihe can, .villi gieat care at this tune, since 
grapcdruit segments aie vei\ travile during the lew da\ s follow mg production. 

M- l'A«, laeto.s thai most mliuencc the «[.i.ihu ot the linai pioduct are the 
;h,!ial -''Kl""¡' ••! th, irm .¡„J ,i,e ,kil! ol the workers al the section,/,,,.- table 
Suiee the mosi imputant stage ot prodi,,, ti.m is c allied out bv hand and everv single 
segment is handled at least once bv the workers, specal sanitary measures must he 
taken and stridK ousencd. All worker, should cover then ha.r. I he cleanliness of 
the hands is nnpoitant. It possible, latex gloves should be used, to the benefit of 
product sanitation as well as lor the protection o| the workers from chemical miurv 
to their skins '   J 

Chilled grape fruit segments 

Ihe  method ot production of chilled grape-fruit segments is the saine as for 
canned grape -inn!   Ihe product is generally packed m glass jars. Thermal exhaustion 
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and pasteurization arc omitted Sodium benzoate (about 0.1 per cent) is added asa 
preservative, and the product is stored under refrigeration. This product is a 
semi-preserve and should be kept at all times at a temperature of about 0°(\ 

Frozen segments 

This is a relatively new product. When the usual process of quick-freezing 
commonly used for peaches, strawberries, etc. is applied to grape-fruit, the textureis 
impaired considerably. Although the flavour is excellent, the texture is decidedly 
inferior to that of the canned product. Application of more recent quick-freezing 
techniques such as liquid nitrogen freezing may result in a better product. 



Chapter Ten 

MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS AND BY-PRODUCTS 

Essential oils 

A few varieties of citrus fruit, among them Bc-gamot oranges and some limes, 
are grown exclusively tor their oils. In the case of lemons, oil and juice have almost 
equal importance. In Hah, oil is considered tie principal product. With oranges and 
grape-fruit, the oil is generally a hy-product. 

I he method ol i-¡| i,-. • ei_. depends on »l,e pr.ve-.-, used <oi puce extraction. 
With laglith e\tractois (-ec jhapter five, page 14, the oil is recovered before ¡uice 
extraction in an operation m which the whole fruit is rasped under a jet of water. In 
the h\1< e\ti," lor, juice and oil extraction take place simultaneously (chapter five, 
pages I5-1(>). Stdl another method very commonly used m the I NA takes the peels 
after juice extraction ;uid subjects them to pressure while the ml is washed away with 
water sprays. All of these methods recover only a small frution of the oil actually 
present in the peel. However, »ne product known as cold press oil is of superior 
quality. 

In all three ot the methods described, the essential oils are obtained m the tonn 
ol emulsions with water 1 hese arc first screened to remove anv solid debris and then 
centrituged in several steps until a dear oil i., obtained I lie heavy (witeri phase 
discharged Iroui the centrini --'es 'ili contains some oil tins can he recirculated with 
the water used for sprav <•   >r ste;im-distilled to recover its oil. 

I he oil noi released In ..old-press methods nuv he recovered by steam 
distillation ol the peels, but sk-;mi-distilled oil is considered inferior to cold-press 
products. \t the present tune, the supplv ol essential oils (especially orange) is in 
excess ol demand and prices are low. Consequently, the economic prospects of 
increasing yields by steam distillation are not always attractive. 

I he largest pait POO* pet ceni h>f most citruvpeel oils consist, ol terpene s and 
sesquiterpenes that contribute little to the fragrance. "Concentrated" oils may be 
produced by distilling off the more volatile tcrpencs. While the "multi-fold" oils thus 
obtained are much m demand, the terpene by-products find only limited uses. 

I ssential oils may undergo deterioration by oxidation and polymerization. They 
should be preseived troni high temperatures and sunlight. Refrigerated storage in 
metal drums, aluminium bottles or tin-plated cans is customary. 

Pulp 

The excess pulp removed from raw juice is an excellent, flavourful material for 
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the manufacture of" jams, jellies and bases for soft drinks. I ike most commercial fruit 
pulps, it is stabilized by cooking and sold in barrels with added preservative. At 
present, this product has only limited demand. Therefore, many processors prefer to 
recover the soluble solids of the pulp for the manufacture of concentrate as described 
in chapter seven 

Processing of waste peel 

For every ton of fruit processed, 500 to 600 kg of waste peel remain. Failure to 
convert this waste to salable products endangers the overall profitability of the 
packing operation and poses serious problems of disposal. F or small-scale processing, 
an outlet for the peel as fresh cattle-feed may be found in the vicinity of the plant! 
However, large plants or groups of small factories must often resort to further 
processing of this material. 

The chemurgical utilization of citrus peel, a great hope of the past, has reached 
its limit. The existing plants for the manufacture of peel chemicals (pectins, 
Flavonoids) have a production capacity far in excess of market demand. 
Consequently, conversion to dry cattle-feed is still the principal outlet for waste peel. 
This is done as described below. 

The peels are first disintegrated, mixed with lime and allowed to react for about 
30 minutes, fins treatment destroys the water-retention capacity of the pectins. 
Most of the water and soluble sugars can now be removed by simply squeezing the 
peels in a screw-press. 1 he pressed waste, which contains about b5-7() per cent 
moisture, is dried in rotary kilns by direct counter-current contact with hot 
comb äst ion gases, lo prevent excessive heat damage, the drv material should be 
cooled immediately at the exit of the kiln. Hie product is packaged and stored in 
bags. 

The liquid piessed from the peels (peel liquor» contains about 10 per cent sugars 
and some essential oil. I he oil can be recovered by steam-stripping, but it is of poor 
quality and is used primarily in the chemici'í industry, flic liquor may be 
concentrated to a dark, viscous fluid containing over 70 per cent solids and known as 
citrus molasses. It is mainly used for cattle-feed. It can he sold as such or mixed with 
dry feeds. 

Another interesting utilization possibility- lor peel liquor is the manufacture of 
alcohol. Approximately 70 per cent of the soluble solids are fermentable sugars. The 
liquor is acidified to pi I 4.0 and inoculated with an actively fermenting culture of a 
special yeast. Fermentation requires about three days. The resulting "beer" is then 
distilled to recover its alcohol. Due to the relatively high concentration of methyl 
alcohol, fusel oil and odorous residues, careful rectification is essential. 

Candied products 

These attractive and well-known products are usually prepared on a very small 
scale. They are used as confectionery products or as flavourings in baked goods. 
Usually only the peels are candied, but candied whole fruit (kumquats) and segments 
(mandarins) are also produced. 
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The peels are quartered and removed from the fruit by hand. The outer flavedo 
is removed by rasping or scouring. I he inner surface is cleaned troni adhering fruit 
and membranes The peels are now cooked to soften the texture and extract most of 
the bitterness, after which they are drained and saturated with sugar by boiling in 
concentrated wrup \ tamlvmg process making use ol vacuum kettles has been 
proposed \t .1 un'Ui tunc the vacuimi in the kettle is released, and the syrup is thus 
forced l'ito the peel ¡e.Mie !"H! oiours are generally added to the syrup, finally, 
the peels arc drained allowed to dr\ and then packaged. 

( andvmg is a process that requires considerable empirical skill and a tremendous 
amount of handling I he equipment is simple. This process therefore is especially 
suitable tor rural and home industries. The inner parts of the fruit may be utilized, in 
the same scale of operation, lor jams and jellies. Obviously, these products have little 
significance as outlets for citnis crops. 

Dehydrated citrus juices 

The conversion of citrus juice to an "instant" powder by removal of almost all 
of its water has obvious economic advantages. Unfortunately, the technological 
difficulties encountered are tremendous. 

Most of the early processes were based on vacuum drying, an extrapolation of 
vacuum concentration. However, the final stages of drying are extremely slow and 
the product melts into a sticky mass that must be soìidilìed bv chilling and then 
ground. A significant breakthrough came with the development of the "foam-mat" 
drying technique by workers at the I astern and Western Research I ahoratories of 
the United States Department ot Agriculture. A continuous loam-mat process also 
has been developed in the USA In the American Machinery and foundry Company. 
finally. free/e-drymg mcinods have also been applied to citrus juices. 

I he extremely labile character of citrus flavour, already discussed m chapter 
seven, page 2.Ì. is also the principal difficulty with dehydration; the flavour is 
completely lost m the process. Some retention is possible in the case of free/e-drying, 
but the beverage obtained by dissolving the powder m water is still far from tue 
original puce in terms ot flavour. I he development of a solid citrus essence that 
could be added to the powders lias been attempted, (.rape-fruit puce, which h;;s a 
"sturdier" flavour, yields an acceptable product, hut the results with orange puce are 
still unsatisfactory. 

At present, commercial dehydration of citrus juices is at an experimental stage. 
Small amounts oi citrus powder (or crystals) are probably being produced for use in 
military rations, space programmes etc. Considerable research effort is devoted to 
this problem. Shou'd the technological and economic difficulties find solutions 
through such efforts, a revolution in the entire set-up of citrus processing may be 
expected. 



ANNEX 

FEASIBILITY STUDIES FOR TWO SMALL 

UTRUS-PKOCLSSING PLANTS 

The economics of any given citrus-processing operation will be strongly affected 
by local conditions. Some of these are the quality and cost of fruit, the length of the 

season and the extent of utilization of production facilities during the off-season; the 
costs of labour, utilities, packaging supplies and capital, local policv governing fruit 
supply and exports; proximity to the source of fruit and to the markets, and 
availability of technical and administrative know-how are all factors of cardinal 
significance   I hese factors varv within  vide limits from one country to another. 

Since the economic study presented here asan example is based on hypothetical 
conditions, it cannot demonstrate the profitability or non-prohtahi!ilv of any actual 
citrus-processing operation, it merely points out the relative weight of the diffeient 
production cost items and the effect of operating conditions. 

Description of the plant models 

Two models arc considered: Model A is a very small plant with in input capacity 

of 4 tons fruit per hour. Assuming 100 days of steadv operation per year ( I shift per 
day), this capacity corresponds approximately to ?000 tons of fruii per year. 

Assuming also that the raw material consists of packing-house culls, such a plant 
would be used to absorb the culls from a total crop of 10.000-1 .\0<M) tons or a 

plantation aiea of .* I S->00 hectares, depending upon factors such as the age and 
variety of t! e trees and the agro-technical methods used. I he packing-house would 

have a capacity of 2.S 0,000 boxes per year, which is also ,t small to-inediuin size 
commonly encountered. 

We shall assume that the plant is idle during the off season Most of the labour 
force will be temporary workers, to whom salane will be paid for tour months only. 
A nucleus of only four skilled workers (including management! will be relamed 

throughout the year, and it is assumed that even these workers will Imd part-time 
work in other operations such as an asM>uated plant or oltìce. so onlv Ml per cent of 
their off-season wages will be chargeable to the citruvproeessmg plant 

The plant will produce single-strength juice, packed in No. : cans, and essential 
oils. The waste peel will be sold as fresh feed at USS5.00 per ton. at the factory. 
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Because of the small capacity of the plant, an extraction line consisting of 
Tagliti) automatic extractors' has been selected. I hese extractors can be easily fitted 
witt) reamers of différent si/es, thus permitting the handling of a variety oi sizes of 
fruit with a limited number of extractors. I •urtherniore. these extractors can now be 
purchased, while othei automatic extractors may only be leased at this time. At low 
capacity, it would he difficult to |ustil\ the minimum lease required. 

It is assumed thai all the products are exported. I asy access to export ports is 
essential. This is taken for granted, since the ven existence of the citrus-packhg 
operation also depends on this condition. 

Model \i is a larger plant, absorbing <>0()0 tons of fruit per season (about double 
the capacity oi the smaller plant). Half of the fruit is processed for canned juice; the 
other half is converted to o: I hoi-pack concentrate. All other conditions are identical 
with those described l"i Mod 1  \ 

Explanation of other assumptions 2 

Equipment IDS!. I he capital requirement for equipment is based on receñí 
quotations and actual cost data Iron) recently erected plants of similar size. This item 
may he considered as I airly accurate and less affected by local conditions than some 
of the others. 

Buildings. I he following cost factors are assumed. I hey may vary with local 
conditions. 

Production area $IOO/m2 

Storage area $ „(j/m2 

Office and laboratory S 80/m2 

Erection costs 

Installation 20 per cent of equipment cost 

Design and supervision |() pcr cent of physical plant 

(includes running-in and process know-how, 

Working capital. Suite most of the operating expenses are cash items that must be 
paid during a short period, while the returns fron) salesare expected to come in only 
during the off-season, ample working capital is necessary. An amount equal to the 
approximate running expenses for one year was assumed. 

Opcrultng cost factors 

f'ruit S20/ton delivered 
Unskilled labour S20()/month/man 

 Sk,llcd labour S35()/month/man 
'See text, chapter 1 ivo, page 14. 
2 All cost estimates are in teims of United States dollars (%). 
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Operating cost factors (continued) 

Cans (No.2) including labelling or printing 
Cases 
Steam 
Power 
Water 

Maintenance supplies 
Depreciation 

Interest on working capital 

Sales expenses ( transportation, commission, 
promotion) 

Product prices 

Single-strength juice 

6:1   concentrale 
Essential oils 
Peels 

$4.00/100 cans 
SO. 12 each 
S4.00/ton 

$2.00/100 kWh 
SO. 10/m3 

5 per cent of equipment cost per ytar 
10 per cent of fixed capital per year 
8 per cent per year 
15 per cent of sales 

$ 160/case of 12 No. : cans ( FOB 
market port) 

$700/ton ( FOB market port) 
$3.00/kg 

$5.00/ton. at plant 

Capital requirements 

Equipment 

Receiving line and bins 
Inspection, washing, sizing 
Rasper 

Juice extractors 
Finishers 

Pasteurizer and controls 
Filler and sealer 
Cooler 

Labeller 
Hand crater 

Centrifuges 
Evaporator 

Concentrate pasteurizer 

Concentrate filling and sealing 

Concentrate cooling 

Product pipes, pumps, vessels 

Plant A 

13 

9 
8 

20 
3 
5 

17 

2 
3 

1 
7 

Plant B 
$1000 

18 
10 
10 
26 

5 
6 

17 

2 

3 
1 
7 

22 
4 

4 

2 
ft 
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Equipment (continued) 

Steam plant 
Internal conveying, etc. 
Laboratory 

TOTALS 

lad ii dings 

Plant A Plant B 
$1000 $1000 

12 20 
5 6 
2 2 

111 173 

Plant A Plant B 
Area Cost Area Cost 
(m2) (M000) (m2) <S1000) 

Production 300 30 400 40 
Storage 300 18 400 24 
Offices and laboratory 60 5 60 5 

TOTALS S3 69 

Summary of capital required 
Plant A 
$1000 

Plant fi 
$1000 

1 qtupment 111 173 
1 rectum 22 35 
Buildings 53 69 
( )ther civil-engineering works 10 12 
Design and si ipervision 20 28 
lotal liud c i|)ital 216 317 
Working capital 200 300 

IOI \l  < \PII \l  KI-.OUIKl-D 416 617 

Yearly operating expenses 

Labour cost 

Number 

l iftik lied ( temporary ) 20 

Skilled (temporary) 5 
Skilled (permanent) 4 

TOTAL LABOUR PAYROLL 

Plant A 

Payroll 
(SI000) Number 

Plant B 
Payroll 
($1000) 

16 

7 

11 

35 

8 

4 

28 

11 

11 

34 50 
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Supplies 
Plant A Rant R 

Quantities ($1000) Quantities ($1000¡ 

fruit 3000 tons 60 6000 tons 120 
No. 2 cans 
(thousands) 

2300 92 2300 92 

No. 10 cans 
(thousands) 

- — 56 9 

Cases 
(thousands) 

190 23 200 24 

101'A LSI'PPL ISS 175 245 

Summary of operating i •xpettses (per year) 

Plant A Plant B 
($1000) ($1000) 

Supplies 175 245 
Labour 34 50 
Utilities 2 6 
Maintenance 5 8 
Depreciation 22 32 
Interest of working cap tal 

ON FXPF.NSF.S 

16 24 
TOTAL PRUDUTI 254 3f»S 

Income 

The output of the plant is computed on the basis of the following yields per ton 
of fruit: 

Juice 
or 
Concentrate 
Hssential oil 

Waste peel 

450 liters (64.5 cases) 

75 liters (approx. 90 kg) 
lkg 

550 kg 

Quantity 

190,000 Juice (cases of 
12 no. 2 cans) 

Concentrate (tons) 
Essential oil (kg) 3,000 
Peel (tons) 1,650 
Total sales 

less 15 per cent sales expenses 

TOTAL INCOME 

Plant A 
($1000) 

304 

9 
8 

321 

48 

Quantity 

190,000 

270 
6,000 

3,300 

273 

Plant B 
($1000) 

304 

189 

18 
16 

527 

79 

448 
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Summary of profitability 

Our analysis shows a gross yearly profit of $19,000 for plant A and S83,000 for 
plant B, or <-> per cent and 15 per cent of the gross sales, respectively. Obviously, this 
conclusion can be only as valid as the assumptions upon which the analysis is based. 

The importance o\~ packaging mat-rial cost (sec "Supplies") in the total expense 
calculations is instructive. This factor is the principal reason for the higher apparent 
profitability of plant B. where half of the juice is sold as concentrate. 

Despite the generality of the assumptions, the analysis also shows that it is 
almost impossible to sell citrus products of the ordinary kind at present market 
prices if the cost of fruit is much higher that NJO per ton. Since such a price is 
considerably below the cost of growing and picking citrus fruit in most areas, such an 
operation can only survive if culls are the raw mateiial. However, development of 
more concentrated products of superior quality that may secure a more favourable 
return per ton of fruit and the advent of cheaper packaging materials could change 
this situation completely. 
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